Personality predicts individual responsiveness to the risks of starvation and predation
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Theory suggests that individual personality is tightly linked to individual life histories and to environmental variation. The reactive–proactive axis, for example, is thought to reflect whether individuals prioritize productivity or survival, mutually exclusive options that can be caused by conflicts between foraging and anti-predation behaviour. Evidence for this trade-off hypothesis, however, is limited. Here, we tested experimentally whether exploration behaviour (EB), an assay of proactivity, could explain how great tits (Parus major) respond to changes in starvation and predation risk. Individuals were presented with two feeders, holding good or poor quality food, which interchanged between safe and dangerous positions 10 m apart, across two 24 h treatments. Starvation risk was assumed to be highest in the morning and lowest in the afternoon. The proportion of time spent feeding on good quality food (PTG) rather than poor quality food was repeatable within treatments, but individuals varied in how PTG changed with respect to predation- and starvation-risk across treatments. This individual plasticity variation in foraging behaviour was linked to EB, as predicted by the reactive–proactive axis, but only among individuals in dominant social classes. Our results support the trade-off hypothesis at the level of individuals in a wild population, and suggest that fine-scale temporal and spatial variation may play important roles in the evolution of personality.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The coexistence of discrete behavioural differences between individuals in populations has been relatively well studied and can often be explained by frequency-dependent selection acting on, for example, alternative mating strategies [1,2]. In contrast, understanding the adaptive significance of individual variation in continuous behavioural traits remains a major challenge. Recently, focus has centred on personality or behavioural syndromes within animal populations, that is, behavioural traits that are consistent over time, across situations or correlate with other behavioural traits [3–6]. How consistent behavioural differences arise is puzzling because of the intuitive expectation that natural selection should favour complete behavioural plasticity. Potential explanations for how behavioural consistency is maintained within populations are diverse and most are supported only by scant empirical evidence [7–10]. While costs associated with plasticity are thought to be a major proximate driver of behavioural consistency, links with individual state, life-history variation and the selective consequences of environmental heterogeneity and uncertainty are also thought to be pivotal [5–10]. Experimental evidence for any of these processes in natural populations at the level of individuals, however, remains scarce [7–10].

State dependency has long been a key concept in decision-making [11] and is central to many recent models developed to explain personality [12–15]. Some of these view variation in life-history strategy as the key state variable; for example, one model suggests that selection should favour consistent boldness and aggressiveness for individuals with low-residual reproductive value, but the opposite for those with high-residual value [14]. Another model suggests a life-history strategy that prioritizes growth or productivity, or that minimizes starvation risk, will be reflected by increased foraging activity and consistently predation-risk-prone behaviour across situations; on the other hand, a strategy that prioritizes survival leads to selection for consistently predation-risk-averse behaviour [7]. The reactive–proactive personality axis is common in many vertebrate groups and has been linked to this trade-off because, at one end of the continuum, reactive or responsive individuals tend to be slow but thorough-exploring, cautious and shy, compared with those at the other end of the continuum, where proactive routine-forming individuals tend to be fast but superficial-exploring, bold and predation-risk prone [16]. Existing evidence suggests that proactives tend to sustain high productivity but at a potential cost to survival, while reactives do the opposite (reviewed by Smith & Blumstein [17]). To meet the demands of their faster pace of life, proactives should, therefore, be relatively starvation-risk averse, but as a result may be more predation-risk prone than reactives. In other words, the constraints on behavioural plasticity caused by personality...
arise because they reflect differences in state, or in this case, consistent differences in how individuals manage the trade-off between foraging and anti-predation behaviour.

Evidence in support of the trade-off hypothesis is growing [18–20] but limited for several reasons. First, in many studies where links between personality and productivity have been inferred, the underlying mechanisms remain unclear because (i) the nature of the risks associated with the behavioural decisions is poorly characterized or unknown [21–23] and (ii) responses to experimental changes in these risks have not been examined [8]. Second, other studies have only considered how personality is linked to variation in predation risk [19,24–26]. This infers indirect links with the risk of starvation or poor self-maintenance, but the extent to which personality might simultaneously influence responses to starvation-risk variation directly is unclear. This is important because the absolute levels of starvation and predation risk may be independent. Third, some of the most influential experimental studies to date have compared differences between discrete subpopulations [18,27], which make it difficult to draw direct conclusions about individual behavioural consistency, or to control for how other factors simultaneously influence behavioural decisions. Experimental tests on how personality influences the way individuals respond to variation in predation and starvation risk are therefore needed.

Using a long-term study population of the great tit, Parus major (reviewed by Verhulst et al. [28] and McCleery et al. [29]), our aim was to examine whether the reactive–proactive axis predicts key foraging decisions made in the context of the trade-off between foraging and anti-predation behaviour. Studies in our population and elsewhere have shown that an assay of ‘exploration behaviour in a novel environment’ (EB) among wild great tits temporarily taken into captivity is a good proxy for the reactive–proactive axis. Not only is EB repeatable within individuals but it is also heritable, under selection [21,25,30–32], and correlates with a variety of different behaviours, including dispersal [33,34], promiscuity [35,36] and dominance [37,38]. Although EB has been linked to risk-taking and foraging behaviour [25,39], the significance of these effects under natural conditions has yet to be tested. Moreover, the importance of EB in the context of the trade-off between foraging and predation has not been examined.

We recorded the behaviour of free-ranging, tagged tits visiting feeders using passive integrated transponder (PIT) loggers. After assaying EB among wild birds temporarily taken into captivity, we monitored how the proportion of time birds spent feeding on a feeder with good quality food (proportion of time on good food, or PTG), rather than on a second feeder 10 m away with poor quality food, changed with respect to (i) experimentally manipulated variation in predation risk (feeders were either in a ‘safe’ or ‘dangerous’ position from predators) and (ii) natural variation in perceived starvation risk, which we assumed increased from the evening to the morning because birds are unable to feed for up to 12 h overnight [40]. First, we tested whether (i) great tits traded-off the need to feed against the risk of predation, expecting that PTG would be lower when the good quality feeder was in the dangerous position compared with when in the safe position, and that PTG would be higher in the morning when starvation risk is highest. We then used a mixed-model approach to test whether individuals (ii) differed consistently from one another with respect to PTG [3,41], and (iii) varied in their responsiveness to a change in predation or starvation risk. Finally, we tested the hypothesis that personality is linked to the trade-off by asking whether EB explains the behavioural responses observed to changes in feeder position and time of day. Our general expectation was that relatively fast-exploring birds should prioritize foraging at the expense of being predation-risk prone, but slow-exploring birds should prioritize minimizing predation risk but at the expense of being starvation-risk prone. Nevertheless, we expected this effect could be moderated by the well-known link between dominance and both EB [37] and age or sex [42].

2. METHODS

(a) Study population

The field experiment was conducted in the context of a long-term study of the great tit [29] at Wytham Woods, Oxford, UK (51°46′26.57″N, 1°18′38.71″W) between January and March 2009. Wytham Wood is a 338 ha mixed deciduous forest 6.5 km outside Oxford, UK. From 2006 to 2008, the entire breeding population and their offspring were individually tagged with both metal and PIT tags during the breeding season. Immigrants and older birds were also caught during winter and PIT tagged, which in 2009 occurred at each of the eight trial locations in the days before or after the trials, at which time birds were also taken into captivity for behavioural assays [82]. Biometric data including age and sex were recorded for all birds. Great tits are social, form loose flocks in winter and have a generalist feeding habit, foraging primarily on invertebrates, seeds and beech mast in winter. Their main predator in winter, the sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus), is also the main predator of adult songbirds generally across most of Eurasia [43], and can attack prey at speeds of up to 25 m s⁻¹ [44]. Typically, they rely on ambush before their prey have had time to escape [45,46].

(b) Experimental setup

Two-day trials were carried out at eight different sites around Wytham. Twenty-four hours before the 2-day trial, a single bird feeder was placed at an experimental site with a mix of good quality peanuts (whole-nuts) and poor quality peanuts (granules), both supplied by Jacobi Jayne Ltd, in order to attract birds to the area and to acclimatize them to the food used during subsequent trials. Note that it was expected a priori that the whole-nuts would be perceived as good quality (see electronic supplementary material) which was supported by the analysis reported below. On the first day of the trial itself, which followed immediately after the acclimatization period, single feeders were placed in two different ‘feeder positions’ at around midday: the low predation risk or ‘safe’ position (2–3 m near dense undergrowth), and the ‘dangerous’ position in the open approximately 10 m from the safe feeder, away from any protective cover. One of the feeders contained whole-nuts and the other granules.
Both feeders were left in place for a 24 h treatment, after which the position of the feeders was switched and left for a second 24 h treatment. Conditions were best for the birds during the treatment in which the whole-nut feeder was in the safe position and the granules in the dangerous position. The order of the two treatments was randomly allocated across sites, but ensuring best and worst conditions occurred on the first day at an equal number of sites.

An antenna was placed below the single, food-access points at each feeder. Visits by birds with PIT tags on leg rings were then detected and recorded by a data logger with a resolution of one-sixteenth of a second. This potentially gave samples for the morning and the afternoon periods (‘time of day’ fixed effect) in both the first and second 24 h treatments, i.e. a maximum of four samples per individual. In all analyses, we used PTG as our response variable, that is, the proportion of time during any one of these sample periods that an individual spent on the good quality (whole-nut) food, using the total time on the whole-nut and granule feeders as the denominator. PTG was assumed to be a concise estimate of the behavioural decisions made when presented with feeders of different starvation and predation risk. Many birds visited only one of the two feeders during each treatment; however, our test of the trade-off hypothesis does not depend on birds making informed choices by visiting both feeders within either treatment, because we explore how EB influences changes in the decisions made across treatments, although we note that the feeders were so close to one another and visible that birds were probably aware that both feeders were present.

(c) Exploration behaviour assays in captivity
To assay EB, birds were taken under licence from Natural England and brought to the John Krebs Field Station, Oxford, UK and housed individually on a natural light–dark cycle in $45 \times 45 \times 68$ cm wire cages, and given food and water ad libitum. A total of 16 cages were available for housing, eight on each side of a large observation room to which the cages were connected by a trap door. Details of the EB assay are provided elsewhere [31] and further information is provided in the electronic supplementary material. All birds were released back at the capture site within 24 h of being caught.

(d) Data analysis and predictions
In the focal winter, a total of 156 individually tagged great tits visited a feeder at least once during each experimental treatment at any site. Four of these were recorded at more than one site on multiple trials, giving a total of 164 individual trials. Individuals were included only if they were recorded in the morning and, or, in the afternoon, during both 24 h treatments ($n = 131$ individuals). We had five general objectives or predictions. First, we used linear-mixed models (LMMs) to estimate the individual component of variation in PTG, generating repeatability estimates by expressing the individual component of variation as a proportion of total sample variance [47]. Second, we tested whether individuals traded-off the risks of starvation and predation by asking whether PTG changed with respect to the following fixed effects in a LMM: (i) feeder position, (ii) time of day, and (iii) their interaction. Third, we tested whether there was significant variation in PTG plasticity across treatments, or more specifically whether individuals varied in the extent to which they traded-off starvation and predation when risk changed. This was carried out by testing the following so-called I $\times$ E random effects: individual $\times$ feeder position, individual $\times$ time of day or individual $\times$ feeder position $\times$ time of day as random effects in a LMM [41]; note that all E were categorical variables. Finally, we tested whether changes in PTG across the predation or starvation-risk categories were influenced by EB using fixed effect interactions (EB $\times$ time of day and EB $\times$ feeder position), or whether these effects were age- or sex-dependent (four possible three-way fixed effect interactions between EB, feeder position, age and sex). All four three-way interactions were included initially but only the final model in which all variables were significant is shown. We used LMMs with location and individual identity as random effects in all models, unless otherwise stated, with feeder position, age, sex and EB as fixed effects using GENSTAT v. 13 [48]. We followed standard protocol in REML analyses [49] where initially the random model is established using the REML deviance (or a REML-deviance-based Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) or Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)), while including the full fixed model with all interactions. The fixed model is then simplified using F statistics with numbers, or F statistics with numbers of denominator degrees of freedom estimated using standard methods [50]. PTG was log-transformed according to the equation $\log\left(100 \times (time\ at\ whole-nut\ feeder)/(total\ time\ detected\ during\ treatment)\right)$, where zero values for the numerator and denominator were substituted with the smallest non-zero proportion. Errors approximated to a normal distribution. Further information is provided in the electronic supplementary material.

3. RESULTS
(a) The starvation–predation trade-off
PTG was lower when the whole-nut feeder was placed in the dangerous position, and in the afternoon when the risk of starvation lowest (feeder position and time of day; table 1 and figure 1). Furthermore, PTG was especially low when the whole-nut feeder was in the dangerous position in the afternoon (feeder position $\times$ time of day, figure 1). Therefore, individuals traded-off their need to forage efficiently against the need to minimize predation risk; the way this happened was dependent on the relative size of these two risk factors.

(b) Repeatability of poor quality food
PTG showed low–moderate repeatability across the morning and afternoon periods when the whole-nut feeder was in the safe position ($r = 0.17$; individual variance component $\pm$ s.e. $= 1.234 \pm 0.594$, log-likelihood test $= 4.89, p < 0.027$) and moderately high repeatability across periods when in the dangerous position ($r = 0.45$; individual variance component $\pm$ s.e. $= 10.66 \pm 2.15$, log-likelihood test $= 29.78, p < 0.001$). However, PTG was not repeatable across morning and afternoon periods over both treatments ($r = 0.05$; individual variance component $\pm$ s.e. was $0.82 \pm 0.66$, log-likelihood test $= 1.70, p < 0.19$). Therefore, consistent individual differences in PTG were detected within treatments but this consistency disappeared across treatments, pointing to substantial behavioural plasticity.

(c) Individual variation in foraging plasticity
Our analysis suggested significant individual plasticity variation in PTG across safe and dangerous positions.
Figure 1. Change in the proportion of time spent on the good quality, whole-nut feeder (PTG) with respect to predation risk (safe and dangerous) and starvation risk (filled circles represent morning, high risk; open circles represent afternoon, low risk) treatments.

Table 1. Linear mixed model of PTG (the proportion of time individuals spent on the whole-nut rather than the granule feeder). ‘EB’, exploration behaviour; ‘I’, individual; ‘feeder’, feeder position; ‘time’, time of day. The $1 \times \text{time} \times \text{feeder}$ random effect just fell short of significance (log-likelihood = 2.7, $p = 0.11$). log-4, log-likelihood.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>effect</th>
<th>log-l</th>
<th>component ± s.e.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>6.59**</td>
<td>$-5.34 ± 1.32$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>24.41***</td>
<td>$2.25 ± 0.65^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 \times \text{location}$</td>
<td>$4.62^a$</td>
<td>$1.48 ± 0.93$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 \times \text{feeder}$</td>
<td>$28.49^{***}$</td>
<td>$5.62 ± 1.49$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 \times \text{time}$</td>
<td>$7.07^a$</td>
<td>$-1.01 ± 0.71$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residual</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$9.21 ± 1.18$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fixed model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>effect</th>
<th>$F$ (d.d.f.)</th>
<th>B ± s.e.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>constant</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$3.24 ± 0.62$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feeder</td>
<td>71.27 (116.0)***</td>
<td>$2.25 ± 0.65^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>$4.68 (95.6)^a$</td>
<td>$-1.81 ± 0.49^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>$1.13 (55.9)^{n.s.}$</td>
<td>$-0.83 ± 0.43^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex</td>
<td>$1.18 (49)^{n.s.}$</td>
<td>$-0.60 ± 0.59^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB</td>
<td>$0.6 (38.1)^{n.s.}$</td>
<td>$0.61 ± 0.99$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex $\times$ feeder</td>
<td>$0.68 (115.9)^{n.s.}$</td>
<td>$0.75 ± 0.83^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex $\times$ time</td>
<td>$0.37 (97.1)^{n.s.}$</td>
<td>$-0.30 ± 0.50^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB $\times$ feeder</td>
<td>$0.02 (114.5)^{n.s.}$</td>
<td>$1.91 ± 1.39^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB $\times$ time</td>
<td>$8.49 (94.9)^{**}$</td>
<td>$-3.87 ± 0.83^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB $\times$ sex</td>
<td>$0.01 (49.5)^{n.s.}$</td>
<td>$-0.07 ± 1.29^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age $\times$ time</td>
<td>$4.01 (94.4)^{a}$</td>
<td>$1.04 ± 0.52^d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feeder $\times$ time</td>
<td>$11.57 (143.6)^{***}$</td>
<td>$1.94 ± 0.64^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB $\times$ feeder $\times$ sex</td>
<td>$3.92 (114.0)^{**}$</td>
<td>$-3.63 ± 1.83^f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB $\times$ time $\times$ sex</td>
<td>$13.66 (98.1)^{***}$</td>
<td>$4.04 ± 1.09^g$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual $\times$ feeder position, table 1). While most individuals avoided the whole-nut feeder when this was in the dangerous position, some showed no change and others increased their use of whole-nuts (see electronic supplementary material; figure 1). There was also significant plasticity variation across morning and afternoon periods (individual $\times$ time of day, table 1), which suggested that while PTG was higher in the morning among the majority of individuals when presumably hungry, for some birds the opposite was true (figure 2). This temporal plasticity variation appeared to be most pronounced when the whole-nut feeder was in the dangerous position (figure 2b) and was less evident when in the safe (figure 2a; individual $\times$ time of day $\times$ feeder position, $p = 0.11$, log-likelihood = 2.70; model otherwise the same as in table 1). Therefore, individuals varied in the extent to which the proportion of time they spent feeding on the whole-nut feeder changed simultaneously along two different risk gradients.

(d) State, exploration behaviour and foraging plasticity

PTG was not directly age- or sex-dependent (main effects in table 1). Similarly, there was no overall variation between...
the sexes in how they responded to time of day or feeder position (two-way interactions in Table 1). There was a marginally significant difference between adults and juveniles in their response over time of day (age x time of day, Table 1), but the effect was negligible (back-transformed logits from morning to afternoon were, for males 0.99 and 0.96, and for first winter birds, 0.97 and 0.97). Therefore, individual variation in PTG when conditions changed could not be explained by age or sex.

PTG plasticity with respect to a change in time of day was linked to EB (time of day x EB, Table 1). This suggested that while slow-exploring individuals showed little or no change, fast explorers reduced their PTG in the afternoon, an effect that appeared to be only present in females (EB x time of day x sex, $F_{1,110} = 13.7, p < 0.001,$ figure 3a,b). PTG plasticity with respect to feeder position was not related to EB across all individuals (feeder position x EB, Table 1) but was related to EB within sexes (EB x feeder position x sex, Table 1; figure 3c,d). Among females, PTG varied relatively little across feeder positions, while the opposite was true for fast females. Among males, the opposite pattern was observed. Finally, there was a tendency for PTG plasticity with respect to feeder position to vary with age (EB x feeder position x age, $F_{1,110} = 3.7, p = 0.057$ when dropped before the final model was selected). This suggested that among first winter birds, fast individuals showed greatest plasticity in PTG with respect to predation-risk variation but among adults, slow birds showed the greatest plasticity (figure 3e,f).

4. DISCUSSION

Great tits traded-off the risks of starvation and predation during this study because they prioritized feeding on good quality food—that is, they became more starvation-risk averse—when predation risk was lowest near cover. Our analyses demonstrated significant individual plasticity variation (individual x environment or I x E effects) simultaneously across two risk gradients. Although this variation was not directly related to sex or age, it was linked to our measure of personality, EB, in a sex- or age-dependent manner.

(a) Individual consistency and plasticity variation

Most empirical research on phenotypic plasticity has been at the level of changes within populations over time, or differences between genotypes in different locations or subpopulations, often focusing on non-labile traits under experimental conditions [51]. Here, we show that although PTG differed consistently between individuals within treatments, individual great tits varied substantially in the extent to which they traded-off the risks of starvation and predation when two different types of risk changed. There was relatively little variation between

Figure 3. Exploration behaviour (EB: white circles, 0.12; light grey circles, 0.55; dark grey circles, 0.98; black circles, 1.40) and plasticity in the proportion of time spent on the good quality, whole-nut feeder (PTG) rather than on the granule feeder, with respect to a change in starvation risk for (a) females, (b) males and a change in predation risk for (c) females, (d) males, (e) juveniles and (f) adults. EB is split into four categories of equal width; values shown are the mid-range value for four equal intervals from 0.1 to 1.6. Data are raw means of individual values averaged across feeder position (a,b) or time of day (c–f) treatments. Sample sizes for individual points varied (mean ± s.d. = 16.12 ± 3.86, range 10–26 observations).
individuals when the whole-nut feeder was in the safe and the granule feeder was in the dangerous position, as most individuals behaved in a starvation-risk-averse manner because there was little cost involved with doing so. Repeatability was low in this treatment because the majority of individuals behaved similarly and therefore we do not emphasize the lack of consistency across treatments. Instead the plasticity variation or $I \times E$ is notable for two reasons. First, it explained a significant amount of variation over and above the individual random effects. Detecting significant $I \times E$ is often difficult [3,52,53] even when reaction norm plots visually suggest substantial plasticity variation [54]. Second, our results suggest plasticity variation along two independent ‘gradients’, linked to spatial and temporal variation in the risks of predation and starvation, respectively. Plasticity variation along even a single axis emphasizes the limits of studying variation using average effects, but this demonstration of two simultaneous forms of plasticity variation further emphasizes the limitations of looking at mean effects alone across a heterogeneous environment [5,41]. Finally, most previous attempts to quantify plasticity variation using a mixed-model approach have been on life-history and morphological traits [55,56]. A recent review identified 14 studies that examined $I \times E$ in a range of behaviours [3], half of these using a mixed-model approach and two in the context of predation risk [57]. Our current study, however, represents the first clear demonstration of significant individual variation in behavioural plasticity in the context of the trade-off between foraging and anti-predation behaviour.

(b) Exploration behaviour and the starvation–predation trade-off

EB is influenced by both additive genetic and environmental sources of variation in the Wytham population [31,58], where it also predicts dispersal, competitive ability, promiscuity and reproductive fitness [31,34,36,38]. Here, we show that EB also predicts how individuals managed the key trade-off between foraging and anti-predation behaviour, adding to the idea that it represents an important personality axis of variation [4]. Our results show that EB correlated positively with a tendency to prioritize feeding on high quality food when starvation risk was naturally highest in the morning (for females), and to do the same when predation risk was experimentally increased (for males and adults), supporting the hypothesis that personality reflects life-history variation [4,7,10,14,59]. In addition to being one of the few experimental tests of the hypothesis [8], this represents perhaps an advance on previous findings for several reasons. First, previous studies have suggested that personality variation probably arises because of variation in risk or other environmental factors across a relatively large spatial scale—across populations or in spatially isolated niches within populations [26,60]. In contrast, our predation-risk categories were only 10 m apart within locations, suggesting that personality variation can be linked to fine-scale environmental variation within a population. Second, although some personality traits have previously been linked to foraging behaviour [61,62], here we show that personality predicts responses to changes in the risk of starvation specifically, which was the strongest effect involving EB. Slow females showed relatively little change in PTG during the day but fast females showed highest starvation risk aversion in the morning when starvation risk is generally thought to be highest.

Against predictions of the trade-off hypothesis, however, slow females and slow juveniles were less responsive than fast females and fast juveniles, respectively, to a change in predation risk. There was a tendency for slow females and juveniles to have relatively lower access to the poor quality, granule feeder when in the low predation-risk position, or relatively higher dependency on the granule feeder when in the high predation-risk situation. This unexpected tendency to be more, not less, predation-risk prone is likely explained by differences in competitive ability at the low quality feeder when near cover. Previous research shows that competition is high at poor quality, granule feeders when near cover [38]. Given the positive correlation between dominance and EB in our population [37,38], and the tendency for females and juveniles to be sub-dominant in this species generally [42], slow females and juveniles were likely to be the least-dominant individuals, explaining their relatively high usage of the good quality feeder in the dangerous position but their lower usage of the poor quality feeder in the safe position. Also against predictions of the productivity hypothesis, EB did not predict how males responded to a change in starvation risk, reasons for which are not readily surmised. Therefore, we conclude that support for the trade-off hypothesis in our population is strong but nevertheless dependent on an individual’s state (age and sex) and the specific risk-gradient.

(c) General conclusions

Two broad conclusions can be drawn from our field experiment. First, foraging behaviour in the context of the trade-off between foraging and anti-predation behaviour is influenced by multiple sources of individual variation: consistent differences within environments, plasticity variation across environments and state-dependent links with a personality axis of variation. They support the assertion that mean effects alone are unlikely to explain behavioural decisions made [7,18,19,63] and add to the growing evidence that simple personality traits predict constraints on behavioural variation generally. Nevertheless, few studies have yet to establish whether such constraints have a genetic basis in natural populations [64,65]. Second, our results support general theoretical expectations about the evolution of personality because EB was linked to important axes of life-history and environmental variation [7,8,10]. Furthermore, uncertainty is an important element of many theoretical models [7,8,10,13,15] and in our study is reflected in the mismatch between the perceived and actual risks associated with the fine-scale spatio-temporal gradients we consider. While selection estimates for personality traits and behavioural syndromes are still relatively scarce [17], elsewhere the absence of annual survival selection in EB in our population is reported [31]. This lack of survival selection could be explained by fine-scale fluctuating selection inferred by the fine scale of the risks we examine, though we note that it could also be explained by generally high levels of
plasticity, a possibility that is supported by the strongly context-dependent link between personality and the trade-off. Finally, we note that the possibility of such an evolutionary mechanism does not preclude a role for frequency-dependent selection, because the costs and benefits for different personality types that arise owing to either (i) the risks of starvation or predation or (ii) competition are likely to be frequency-dependent.
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